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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In a world of constant changes, progress has been meas
ured by the variations between what was accepted as good, and
the constant approach to what is considered better.

Man has

become more conscious of these changes, and realizes that
nothing is constant but change itself.

Therefore, man's

thoughts have been centered on the effects of changes on his
mode of living.

He has geared his thinking to the realiza

tion that there is an underlying principle for all changes.
This, to be sure, has become true in every field of endeavor.
Realizing that change is reality, man has concerned
himself with the efficiency of performance in the midst of
such changes.

Needless to say that this is a worthy corol

lary to progress in any undertaking.
The field of industrial arts has not escaped changes both
in methods of teaching and preparation of teaching personnel.
It is believed that for instruction to be effective, it must
see all of its forces geared to do the job required by the
scope of the study undertaken.

Surely the desk of the indus

trial arts teacher is a vital part of the vast working plan of
instruction, and should be so regarded. Whatever changes that
have affected industrial arts, must cover every phase of the

work.

The desk of industrial arts teachers should be de

signed in keeping with modern shop demands.
Statement of the Problem
Is the Teacher's Desk used by Industrial Arts Teachers
of Orleans Parish Adequate in Terms of Their Present Needs?
Hypothesis
It is inferred that the industrial arts teacher's desk
does not meet his needs in terms of the work performed by
him.
Responses from interviews and questionnaires from
teachers who were connected with the field of industrial
arts show that the desks used by them were not chosen on the
basis of their specific needs.
Observation has shown that all needs of industrial arts
teachers have not been clearly defined in terms of an ade
quate teacher's desk.
Finally, it inferred that the regular classroom teach
er's desk that he

was using did not conform to the design

of a desk that the industrial arts teacher's needs.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to find out if the teacher'
desk, used by the industrial arts teachers of Orleans Parish
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is adequate in terms of their present needs; if it is not
adequate, to propose a plan of a desk that will be adequate
to meet their needs including cost of construction and fin
ishing.
The problem is made up of four minor problems which
follow:
1»

What is the nature of the present desk being used

by industrial arts teachers of Orleans Parish?
2.

To determine what needs of the industrial arts

teacher must be met by a desk that is adequately functional?
3.

What should be the design of a desk that will meet

the needs of industrial arts teachers of Orleans Parish?
if..

Find the cost to design a desk to meet the needs of

industrial arts teachers of Orleans Parish.
Delimitation
The study was limited to industrial arts teachers of
Orleans Parish.

It included the desk of teachers in public,

private, and Parochial schools.
The study was further limited to the desk of indus
trial arts shop teachers.
The study was further limited to a period dating back to
19314-.
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Method of Procedure
The following procedure was taken in attacking the prob
lem:
The writer sent out thirty-five questionnaires to the
industrial arts teachers of Orleans Parish to secure answers
to the questions that grew out of the four minor problems
involved in the study.
A survey was also made of the leading dealers of school
furniture to find out what types of desk were being pur
chased for industrial arts teachers of Orleans Parish.
Personal interviews were held with the following persons:

Purchasing agents of Orleans Parish school board,

supervisors of industrial arts in the parish, principals of
schools where industrial arts was taught, and the thirty-five
persons who received questionnaires.

This was done to point

up the needs of the industrial arts teacher in terms of the
desk that is presently in use.
After gathering information for the study by the means
cited above, the writer used the statistical method to inter
pret data that was gathered.
Definitions
Hie word Parish1 as used in the thesis means a political
lw D. Lewis, Canby, H. S., and Brown, T. K., The Winst o n s * m p l l f i e d P i c t i o n a r y , ( C h i c a g o : T h e J o h n W i n s t o n C o . ,
i$3$), PP- Yo5-7oST
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subdivision of the state, and was designated and referred to
as such in the statement of the problem.
Parochial"*- as used in connection with schools in the
thesis refers to districts which fall under the care of a
priest.

It pertains to the activities carried on in such a

district.
Industrial Arts as used here was referred to as one of
the practical arts and was considered as non-vocational; it
has for its main purpose the giving of information about, and
experience with tools, materials, and processes vital to the
home and industries.
Industrial Arts Teacher as used throughout the thesis
was referred to as that teacher whose teaching duties cov
ered the imparting of information about and providing for
experiences with tools, materials, and processes connected
with the home and industry.
Unit Shop.

The term unit shop as will be used in this

thesis refers to knowledge dealing with and about a single
occupation or activity in a field of industry.
General Shop_^ as will be used throughout this thesis

1Ibid.,
2H.

pp. 705-706.

0. Thomas, "Types of Shops in Louisiana,"
Tr^natrial Arts in Louisiana, (April, 1953 b PP« 25-2o.
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refers to general shop in a major area such as general wood
work where subject-matter experiences are confined to a single
field of industry as wook work and metal work.
Survey of Literature
In searching the literature to see what others were
doing along the lines of industrial arts teachers' equip
ment^ it was found that little had been published along the
lines of the teacher's desk.

Pew, if any, teachers had

regarded the desk as a vital part of their shop equipment.
The industrial arts Index for 195^- lists several books which
treated on the desk, but not as a separate piece of equip
ment any different from the regular classroom teacher's desk.
The Myrtle Desk Company of High Point, North Carolina
had this to say:
Modern concepts have changes. The desk, used as a
tool, must not only serve as a commodious receptacle
for materials and equipment, but also as a suitable
and pleasing adjunct to that portion of your shop
that you call your office.
The Industrial Arts and Vocational Education Magazine
through its June, 19& issue stated that, "the shop teachers
may have their shop tailored to their individual needs."

School Series, High Point North Carolina: Myrtle
Desk Company, 19^9»PP.
•
p
The Shop Teachers Professional Magazine, Industrial
and Vocational Education, (June, 195U-) P« 201.
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The teacher's desk, it seems, should be considered a
vital part of his shop equipment•
Thomas, a supervisor of industrial arts in Louisiana,
stated that, "the room facilities to be provided for the
industrial arts shop depends upon the variety of activities
included in the school1 s program."1
Validation of the problem
The writer interviewed six teachers of the Industrial
Education Division of Prairie View Agricultural and Mechani
cal College whose experience in shop work made them a valu
able sampling. They gave information relating to the service
features of a teacher's desk essential to their work.
The consistency with which the same items appeared indi
cated that the desk of industrial arts teachers was more
•hVian taxed beyond the essential services that it should render.
Prom observation,it pointed up that many items stored
in some cf the desk had no special place provided for them in
the desk.
The writer also found that a clearer delineation of the
service features <f the industrial arts teacher's desk was
needed.

^Thomas.op. cit.,

Bulletin No. 730, (April, 1952)p. 17
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CHAPTER II
TYPES OF DESK PRESENTLY USED BY INDUSTRIAL ARTS
TEACHERS IN ORLEANS PARISH

In answer to sub-question (l) "What is the nature of
the present desk being used by industrial arts teachers of
Orleans Parish?" the writer sought an answer through ques
tionnaires and interviews. Data received through these
sources revealed the following facts surrounding the nature
of the present desk: (1) materials of construction; (2) de
sign of desk tops; (3) desk design acoording to the number
of legs; (It) desk design according to the number of draw
ers; (S) desk design according to the location of drawers;
(7) the approximate height of desk.
Table 1 shows the types of materials used in the con
struction of the desk being used by industrial arts teach
ers throughout Orleans Parish.

It included eight types of

Materials and thirty-one desks.

Oak was used more than any

other material, 58.06 per cent; next in order of materials
used was Gum, 25-81 Per
of their rank were:

oent-

°ther

material3 u3ed 111

°rd91'

Ash, 17.91 per cent; Pine, 3-22 per

cent; Walnut, 0 per cent, and Mahogany, 0 per cent.
The table reveals that no metal desk was used in the
Parish by the teachers of industrial arts. All of the tables

are compiled on the basis of thirty-one useable questionnaires
out of thirty-five that were sent out.
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TABLE 1
TYPES OP MATERIALS USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF DESKS
BEING USED BY INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS THROUGHOUT
THE PARISH
Materials Used

Number of Desks

Oak
Ash
Gum
Walnut
Mahogany
Plne

Stoel
Aluminum

Per Cent

18
k8
0
0

58.06

I
0
0

nnn
0.00
°-00

25.80
00.00
0.00

Table 2 describes the design of the desk tops.

Accord

ing to the finish of edges, they ranked as follows: Plat top
square edge, 5M per cent; Plat top round edge, 31.5 per
cent; Plat top bevel edge, 13.7 per cent.

TABLE

2

TYPES OP DESIGNS USED ON THE EDGES OP THE DESK TOPS
Finish on Edges of Top
Plat Top Round Edge
Plat Top Bebel Edge
Flat Top Square Edge

Number of Desks
11
2
18

Per Cent
31.5
13-7
5lp.8

According to the design of the edges on each desk,there

were three general types with a significant difference only
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in one design.

The Plat Top Bevel Edge was used by only two

of the thirty-one persons who returned questionnaires.

TABLE 3
DESK DESIGNS ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OP LEGS
1

Number of Legs Used

Number of Desks

13
18

Pour Legs
Six Legs

Per '
Cent

58.06

Table 3 shows the desk design according to the number
of legs.

There were 5 more teachers used desk designed with

six legs than those designed with four legs.

This is sig

nificant in that most of the desks using six legs were those
that were narrow but long.
Table kshows

the designs of desks according to the num

ber of drawers in the following manner:

Three drawers, 16.13

per cent; four drawers, 70.97 per cent; five drawers, 12.90
per cent.

The majority of the desks had four drawers.
TABLE It-

DESK DESIGNS ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF DRAWERS
Number of Drawers
Three Drawers
Pour Drawers
Five Drawers

Number of Desks

Per Gent
1 P.QO
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This table describes the desk according to the location
of drawers in relation to position.

TABLE 5
DESK DESIGN ACCORDING TO LOCATION OP DRAWERS

Location of Drawers
Drawers on
Drawers on
One Drawer
Right
One Drawer
Three Left

Number of
Desk Counted

Per
Cent

0
9

0.00
29.03

18

58.06

k

12.90

Each Side
Left Side
Left Three
Right

Table 5 reveals that most of the desks throughout the
Parish had one drawer on the left and three drawers on the
right side.
TABLE 6
APPROXIMATE SIZE OP DESK TOPS USED BY INDUSTRIAL
ARTS TEACHERS THROUGHOUT THE PARISH
Size of Tops
32" x 36"
30" x W[
36" x \\2n

Number of Desks

Per Cent

8
17
6

25.81
5C-.8I4.
19.35

Information given in table 6 reveals that the approxi
mate

siz© of the tops of most of the desks measured 30"x I4.6"
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TABLE 7
APPROXIMATE HEIGHT OP DESKS USED BY INDUSTRIAL
ARTS TEACHERS THROUGHOUT THE PARISH
Height of Desk

Number of Desks

Per Cent

29"
30"

9
15

29.03
1+8.39

33."

7

22.58

Table 7 shows the majority of the desks had a height of
30 inches.
This figure of 30 inches as shown in the table is the
nost desirable height according to information received
through the questionnaires and interview.
TABLE 8
T'FPMS THAT WERE KEPT IN THE DESK OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS
ITEMS THAT
THROUGHOUT THE PARISH

Items
Working drawings
Lesson plans
Diagrams
Charts

Drawing sets
Progress records
Business correspondence
Class roll
Test results
Student work records

Number of
Items Kept
in Desk
10
4
7
9
12
21
31
18
15

Per
Cent
}2.19
61.29
i-5.10
22.58
28.38
38.71
67.71+
100.00
56.1+2
5.8.38
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Many of the items kept in the drawers were listed in
Table 8 were placed in the drawers, because no other provi
sions were made for them.

Only the class roll was reported

being kept in all of the desks.
As indicated in table (l) through table (9) the types
of desks used by industrial arts teachers throughout the
Parish varied with respect to size and design,

©lis was

revealed through data taken from questionnaires and inter
views.
The writer, after gathering information by the source
indicated above, has concluded that the lack of uniformity
in the construction of desks was a common problem through
out the parish, and was partly due to the fact that the
industrial arts teacher has had no choice in the selection
of his desk.
Table 9 will point out the number of features that were
bad.

Several features may be reported by one person.

Thir

ty-five questionnaires were sent out with answers being
received from thirty-one.

As Table 9 indicates, there were many undesirable fea
tures about the Industrial arts teacher's desk throughout
Orleans Parish.

While many of these features related to the

size and design of the desks, the general feeling was that
the needs of the industrial arts teachers could not be met
adequately through many other areas.

i4
TABLE 9
UNDESIRABLE FEATURES OF THE PRESENT INDUSTRIAL ARTS
TEACHER'S DESK
Number Reporting
Various Features

Undesirable Features
Too small
Too large
Not enough drawers
Drawers poorly arranged
No storage space
Drawers have no compartments
Construction not steady

17
f7 ft.83
^
if
^

Per Cent

Av* vJT
?8*71
J,A a8
9 68

While those persons whose desks were listed as being
too large in the table and those listed as being too small
showed only a difference of three, the significance was
reflected In other ways.

The over-all dimensions in many

desks were the same, but the design did not make for full
utilisation of the area covered by them.

Drawer arrange

ment was one of the main objections of various designs.
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CHAPTER III
NEEDS OP THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER OP ORLEANS
PARISH IN TERMS OP A MORE ADEQUATE DESK

Reeder said, "the efficiency of a school or school
system depends to a large extent, upon expeditious and other
wise efficient performance of official duties.1,1
The shop, though a distinct part of a school organiza
tion, has a definite function to perform—a function that
requires skill and organizational know-how.

While the shop

is a special entity in the educational set-up, its success
of operation depends upon proper administration.

The shop

teacher assumes the role of an administrator in his own
right.
In the administrative process, the shop teacher is con
cerned with the efficiency with which his shop will operate.
The desk is the piece of equipment most concerned with the
discharge of his administrative duties.

Therefore, a desk

that is adequate to serve the needs must make provisions
for administrative organization.
The needs of industrial arts teachers in terms of a
more adequate desk are shown through the tables that appear

^Ward G. Reeder, Public School Administration, (New
York: The Macmillan Co., 1951)> P« 725.
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throughout this chapter.
Table 10 shows the operations performed an the teach
er's desk.
TABLE 10
OPERATIONS THAT ARE PERFORMED ON THE INDUSTRIAL
ARTS TEACHER'S DESK

Operations

Number of
Times Checked

Per Cent

17
4
19
12

52.83
12.8k
61.28
38.71

Designing
Demonstrating
Drawing
Lecturing

Prom the above table, 10, the two operations that are
favored strongly in the design of an adequate teacher's desk
are designing and drawing.

The writer feels that these two

operations should be included in the design of an adequate
desk.
TABLE 11
PROVISIONS MADE FOR PROTECTING DESK COPIES
AND MAGAZINES PROM DUST
Protection Used Number Reporting
Glass covering
partial Covering
Shields for edges
Troughs

Im

7

13
h•

Per Cent
12.8^
22.51
51.96
12.8k
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Table 11 reveals that some protection has been provided
for desk copies and magazines.

On the basis of the returns

from the questionnaire, the writer feels that some protec
tion for desk copies and magazines was of importance to all
shop teachers, and is definitely a need.
Twenty-eight persons checked; four did not.
TABLE 12
IMPROVEMENTS SUGGESTED BY INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS
IN TERMS OP A MORE ADEQUATE DESK
Suggested Improvements
Reduce height
Increase height
Make top adjustable for
tilting
Construct of steel
Convert portion of drawer
apace for storage
Install pencil trays
Provide for ink bottle con
tainer

Frequency

Per Cent

3
Jj.

12i90

19
5

Q.SS

6l#28

16.12

19

2l\.

61.28
77J.?

8

26.81

The suggestive improvements listed in Table 12, are to
be considered on the basis of rank importance in the design
of an adequate teacher's desk.
Thirty-five questionnaires were sent out with answers
being received from thirty-one.
While many of the items appearing in tables 9, 10, 11,
12, and 13, are desirable in a desk, they are not considered
as figuring very prominently in the ultimate design of an
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TABLE 13
EQUIPMENT THAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED
IN THE IMPROVEMENT OP THE INDUSTRIAL
TEACHER'S DESK
Equipment
Equip with outlet for
reading light
Provide for telephone
outlet
Provide for electric
eraser

Number
Reporting

Per Cent

19

61.28

10

32.26

k

12.90

adequate teacher's desk.
Therefore, the following improvements should be in
cluded in the design of an adequate desk:
1.

Increase size of present desk.

2.

Arrange drawers differently.

3. Design desk top for tilting.
i|_.

Provide for storage space.

5.

Design desk drawers with compartments.

6. Equip desk with reading light outlet.
Aside from the provisions described above, it was felt
by the industrial arts teachers of Orleans Parish that the
industrial arts teacher does more than offer an opportunity
to students for developing certain appreciations for tools,
processes, materials, and industry.
Skill is tk® c°re around which both industrial arts

19
and vocational education courses are built.1

To know how to

do a thing is the first step in the development of skill; to
be able to do it efficiently is skill.
The industrial arts teacher, like any other teacher has
needs that exist out of the nature of his work, and needs
that are born because of the ever reaching desire for self
improvement.
The disciplines of industrial arts are surging to the
front in every school set-up to make it an integral part of
the intense academic life of the schools of our country.2
Many of the common practices would dictate the type of desk
that should be used by industrial arts teachers of Orleans
Parish.

1L.

V. Newkirk, "Teaching Aims of Industrial Arts,"

Industrial Arts and Vocational Educational Journal, Vol. 25,
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CHAPTER IV
THE CHARACTERISTICS OP AN ADEQUATE DESK FOR
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS

The characteristics that an adequate desk should take
to meet the needs of industrial arts teachers of Orleans
Parish can best be described as the desk with the structure
and design to make possible for administrative and produc
tive efficiency in a given learning situation.
To meet these requirements, the desk must (l) be
equipped to meet the needs of the teacher, (2) cover areas
of the boys training in the class as well as his application
of such training outside of the classroom.
Table ll}. lists items to be considered in terms of an
adequate desk.
TABLE li|.
ITEMS CONSIDERED IN TERMS OP AN ADEQUATE INDUSTRIAL ARTS
TEACHER'S DESK

Items to be Considered

Number checking
each Item

Make desk top adjustable for
tilting
Provide for storage space
Provide space for guidance cards
Provide space for instruction
sheets *
Provide space for correspondence
Provide space for personnel

kl
^

Provide space for record book *

31

19
•
if
24.

Per Cent
61.29
R

67*7?
o(.(i\.
J-00*00

21
(For Table lij. 011 page 20)

oared for, though in

'iSS^SS^*

WSr9 beln«

TABLE 15
EQUIPMENT TO BE CONSIDERED IN THE DESIGN OF AN ADEQUATE
DESK
Equipment

Number Reporting Per Cent

Outlet for reading light
Provide for telephone outlet
Provide for electric eraser

19
10
k-

61.28
32.26
12.90

From Table 15 only the first item figures in the design
of the desk.

Most of the teachers who favored the other

items in table, 15 felt that they were desirable, but not
essential as far as an adequate desk was concerned and did
not figure to add too much to the desk as far as service
features were concerned.
The inadequacies of the desk used by the industrial arts
teachers of Orleans Parish as pointed out in the study, are
too numerous to be overlooked.

The data gathered to see

whether the desk was adequate, show that the needs of the
teachers were not met through the desk that was being used.
The determination of what the needs were in Chapter

III,

led to pointing up what the characteristics of a desk would

be in meeting these needs, in Chapter IV.

While aome of the

characteristics relating to specific measurements as given
in the data might differ, the writer felt that these meas
urements were valid in that the change was necessary in or
der to include items whioh characterize an adequate desk.
The following specifications are given in terms of an
adequate desk:
1.

That the top of the desk should measure 32" x 57".

2.

That the body of the desk should measure 30" x 55".

3*

That the height of the desk should measure 31

If.

That the entire desk be constructed of oak.

5.

That all drawers be fitted with locks.

6.

That only the first item in Table 15 be included
in the design of the desk.

7.

That the desk shall have drawers on each side of
the knee hole drawer.

A design of the desk will be placed in Appendix, Exhibit
A.
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CHAPTER V
COST OP AN ADEQUATE DESK
Cost of Material
After gathering and compiling data which predicted the
size, shape and finish that an adequate desk should take,
the writer used the following method to find the cost of
constructing the desk:
1. A bill of material was made for the proposed desk.
2. Estimates on the cost of material, including lum
ber, hardware, and finishing materials were secured.
The cost of material is shown in Table l6.
TABLE 16
PRICE LIST OP MATERIALS NEEDED FOR DESK CONSTRUCTION
Dealers
Madison Lumber Company
Isaacks Lumber Company
Dixie Lumber Company
Singer Lumber Company
Davis Wood Lumber Company
Rickey Cabinet Works *

Cost of Material
BIl.QO

56.28
55.20
#57.00

This company specializes In hardwood, and his
guarantee of handling the best material made the
above estimate the choice.

2k
Cost of Labor
While the writer is in no position to quote the exact
cost of the desk described in this study, a careful check on
the cost of material and human resources necessary for the
completion of the proposed desk has been made.
It has already been established through an estimate on
the material that the cost of material for such a desk would
approximate sixty dollars.
The second phase of the cost is the matter of construc
tion.

The writer learned through interview of teachers that

such a job could be done in the shop.

On contacting the

supervisor of industrial arts to get his views on such an
undertaking, it was learned that while a teacher's desk had
not been made in the shop, other shop equipment had been made
through the efforts of the teachers.

He felt that the job

could be done on the mass production basis during the sum
mer months.

This, of course, requires the getting permission

from the school board for the use of shop facilities to do
the job.
The writer was also informed that the school board
receives a discount on all materials purchased.

Therefore,

it was felt that on the basis of information gathered through
the interview that the cost of constructing the desk described
in this study would be well within the limits of the school
board's expenditure on a typical shop.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

1. The desk used by the industrial arts teacher was
found to be inadequate.
2. This study revealed that the desk used by the indus
trial arts teachers varied with respect to design, size, and
materials of construction.
3. Data collected through questionnaire and interview
revealed that the needs of industrial arts teachers were
common.
If.

Data collected by the two methods, stated above,

showed that little improvement had been made in regard to
the industrial arts teacher's desk.

5. It was generally agreed that the industrial arts
teacher's desk should be constructed to adequately serve his
needs.
6. It was the general belief, as revealed through the
data, that were collected, that many of the records that are
kept for boys could not be stored in the desk because of
lack of suitable space.

Most teachers desired to have the

records that are used daily at hand, but lack of desirable
features in most of the desk made this impossible.

7.

It was revealed that the more desirable features

relation to the design of the present desk be included in
the design of a more adequate desk.
8.

A desk having ample space and proper design as

shown in Appendix A is desirous in terms upon adequate
desks.
Conclusion
It has been shown that the desk was inadequate, because
it does not meet the needs of industrial arts of Orleans
Parish.

Therefore, the development of a desk that is more

functional in terms of the needs of industrial arts teachers
in of great importance.

Therefore, the industrial arts

teachers should not remain satisfied with a desk that does
not conform to the type of work that they are required to do.
More and more the industrial arts teacher of Orleans Parish
is faced with the important job of record keeping.

He could

face this important job in no better way than through the
advantages that an adequate desk would o f f e r .
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EXHIBIT B

1.

Do you use your desk for administrative purposes

only?
2.

What other services does it provide?

3.

Would you say that your desk satisfies your needs?

ij..

Do you have in mind any desirable features you would

like included in your desk?
5.

What points do you disfavorable to the construction

of your desk?
6.

Do you think the bad features of your desk are

easily remedied?
7.

Are you forced to store items in your desk that

should be in files?
8.

What would you consider as the most desirable mate

rial for the construction of a teacher's desk?
9.

Does it become necessary to do sketching on your

desk?
10.

How many of your desk drawers are used daily?

11.

Would you say that storage space in your desk would

make it more serviceable?
12.

Do you have a special file for storage?

13.

Do you prefer storing in a file, many of the things

kept in your desk?
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EXHIBIT C

3910 Thalia Street
New Orleans, La.
March 12, 195kDear Sir:
Your name has been chosen from the long list of INDUS
TRIAL ARTS TEACHERS throughout the state whose help I seek
in the solution of a problem which is vital to all of us-A PROPOSED TEACHER1S DESK FOR THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS
OF LOUISIANA.
The information I seek should be of such value to me
that I do not hesitate to ask your help in determining
where the answer to my problem can be found.
I realize that the men I am addressing are very busy,
but as is obvious, the problem that I seek an answer to can
only be investigated through their co-operation. Will you,
therefore, look over the attached questionnaire and if, you
would be so kind as to answer the questions and return same
to me at your earliest convenience, I shall be very grate
ful.
Yours truly,
Earl G. Rollins
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EXHIBIT D
QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Please check the word which tells of the type of mate
rial out of which your present desk is made: Wood: Oak
,
Ash
, Gum
, Walnut
, Mahogany
, Pine
. Metal:
Steel
, Aluminum
.
2. Please check words which describe the design of your
desk: (Plat top round edge)
, (Plat top square edge) ,
(Pour legs)
, (Six legs)
, (Three drawers)
, (Pour
drawers) , ("Five drawers)
, (Drawers on each side)
,
(Drawer on left side only)
, (One drawer left, three
drawers right)
, (One drawer right, three drawers left)
3. Please check numbers which approximate the size of your
desk: (Top 32" x 36")
, 30" x if2")
, (36" x If8")
;
Height: (29*
, 30
31"
).
if. Please check from the list to follow the things that you
store In your desk: Working drawings
, Lesson plans
,
Diagrams
, Charts
, Drawing sets
, Catalogs
.
5. Please cheek from the list to follows- the type of
records that you keep: Health
, Progress records
,
Anecdotal records
, Business correspondence
, Class
roll
, Test results
, Student work records
.

6. Please check from the list below the things that are done
on your desk: Designing
Lecturing
.

, Demonstrating

""

, Drawing

,

7. Please check from the list below the method used in pro
tecting desk copies, magazines, and references from dust:
Glass covering
, Partial covering,
, Stalls for cover
ing book edges
, Troughs ____ Special book compartments .
8. Please check in the space provided the main shortcoming
of your present desk: Too small
, Too large
, Not
enough drawers
, Drawers not suitably arranged
, No
storage space
, Drawers do not have compartments
,

Construction not steady enough

.

9. Prom the list below check what In your estimation are
the things that would serve to make your present desk more

/Mr,ViC!!at>^e:

(R©duce height)

, (Increase heltrhM

drawer space i?to stooge spaceT^.

P

°f

Pr6S6nt

yoa were designing a desk for your shoo
1?*
whi^h
sanitarv°hfl^)would prove a most deslrSe base? (Hi^
(^itStaiaa^nW'1S)3H?ae) ~' (L°" San"^ »"«>—'

ihicw^n6.011®??

in

the

®Pace Provided opposite the price

S 3 ™ - •t a ^ s - v s *
. ?Jea!e

checJ

the type of finish which you think most
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EXHIBIT E
QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Does your present desk answer your shop needs?
2. What are the main shortcomings cf your desk?
3*
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your

des^

°nly a source of your administrative

!}.• What are some other services - ~

duties?

rendered by your desk?

5. Do you have compartments in your desk drawers?

6. What features in your desk are most desirable?
7«What features are undesirable?
$• What recommendations would make for improving your present
desk?
9« What records do you keep in your desk?

